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U C C E S S

Your Retirement-Planning Assumptions
o enjoy your retirement without financial worries, make
sure you have enough money
saved when you retire. However,
that calculation can be a daunting
task, since a variety of factors affect
your answer, and inaccurate estimates for any factor can leave you
with way too little in savings. Some
of the more significant factors include:

T

What percentage of your preretirement income will you need?
You can find various rules of thumb
indicating you need anywhere from
70% to over 100% of your preretirement income. On the surface, it
seems like you should need less
than 100% of your income. After all,
you won’t have any work-related
expenses, such as clothing, lunch, or
commuting costs. But look carefully
at your current expenses and how
you plan to spend your retirement
before deciding how much you’ll

need. If you pay off your mortgage,
stay in good health, live in a city
with a low cost of living, and engage
in inexpensive hobbies, then you
might need less than 100% of your
income. However, if you travel extensively, pay for health insurance,
and maintain significant debt levels,
even 100% of your income may not
be enough. You’ll need to take a
close look at your expenses and
planned retirement activities to
come up with a reasonable estimate.

tirement date determines how long
you have to save and how long investment returns can compound.
You want to make sure your retirement savings and other income
sources, such as Social Security and
pension benefits, will support you
for what could be a very lengthy retirement. Even extending your retirement age by a couple of years
can significantly affect the ultimate
amount you’ll need.
How long will you live? Today,

When will you retire? Your re-

Continued on page 2

Segregating Your Risk
our willingness to assume risk with your investments is not necessarily a fixed concept. You may be less willing to take risk with
investments designated for an essential financial goal, while you may
be more willing to take risk for nonessential goals. However, those
varying risk levels may be difficult to assess if all your investments
are commingled in one account.

Y

The point is that your willingness to assume risk is not static. It
will vary depending on how important the goal is to you and how
much you can designate to it. Commingling all your investments for
all goals in one account may make it difficult to analyze. Thus, you
might want to set up separate accounts for each goal, so you can more
closely match the investments to your willingness to assume risk for
each goal.
Please call if you’d like to discuss this concept in more detail.
mmm
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Assumptions
Continued from page 1

the average life expectancy of a 65year-old man is 81 and of a 65-yearold woman is 84 (Source: Social Security Administration). Most people
look at average life expectancies
when estimating this, but average
life expectancy means you have a
50% chance of living beyond that
age and a 50% chance of dying before that age. Since you can’t be sure
which will apply to you, it’s typically better to assume you’ll live at
least a few years past that age.
When deciding how many years to
add, consider your health as well as
how long other family members
have lived.

6 Life Insurance Mistakes to Avoid
or life-insurance seekers, here
are some costly mistakes to
avoid:
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Mistake #1: Thinking you
can’t afford life insurance. The
abundance of options available to
people of all ages, income levels,
and health statuses can make life
insurance attainable for people
who may have believed it was
only for the wealthy. In fact, the
complications and sudden expenses of unexpected death can unfortunately mean your family may be
unable to afford to not have a life
insurance policy.

What long-term rate of return
do you expect to earn on investments? A few years ago, many retirement plans were calculated using
fairly high rates of return. Those
high returns don’t look so assured
now. At a minimum, make sure
your expectations are based on average returns over a very long period.
You might even want to be more
conservative, assuming a rate of return lower than long-term averages
suggest. Even a small difference in
your estimated and actual rate of return can make a big difference in
your ultimate savings.

Mistake #2: Relying entirely
on an employer-sponsored life
insurance policy. While it is convenient, opting to utilize only the
group life insurance policy
through work will almost certainly
not provide you with enough coverage. Unlike traditional life
insurance, group life insurance
disbursements over $50,000 can be
considered taxable income, and
your loved ones will have to make
do with less after taxes. Group life
insurance also does not provide
coverage if you change jobs, experience unemployment, or must
leave your position due to illness.

Have you considered inflation?
Even modest levels of inflation can
significantly impact the purchasing
power of your money over long time
periods. For instance, after 30 years
of just 2% inflation, your portfolio’s
purchasing power will decline by
45%. When estimating an inflation
figure, don’t just look at the historically low inflation rates of the recent
past. Also consider long-term inflation rates, since your retirement
could last for decades.

Mistake #3: Purchasing inadequate coverage. People often prioritize their discretionary spending
over insurance coverage when
making their budget, which can
lead to insufficient funds being
used for insurance. Review your
budget and determine if the
amount of coverage you’ve chosen
is enough for your family’s needs
and if you can afford the difference
in premiums for better coverage.

What tax rate do you expect to
pay during retirement? Especially
if you save significant amounts in
tax-deferred investments that will be
taxable when withdrawn, your tax
rate can significantly affect the

amount you’ll have available for
spending. You may find your tax
rate is the same or higher after
retirement.

Mistake #4: Choosing the
wrong type of insurance. There
are significant differences between
term and whole life insurance, and
these differences can affect the
affordability, length of coverage,
tax implications, versatility, and
customization of your policy.
Review any policies you have and
make sure they still meet your
needs. If not, they may be convertible and will allow for you to work
with your agent to adjust the
policy to better suit your
circumstances.
Mistake #5: Not updating
your beneficiaries. A lot can happen in just a few years; and if you
do not make a habit of reviewing
your beneficiaries on a regular
basis, there is a chance they no
longer match up with your wishes.
This is especially true if there has
been a divorce, birth, death, or
family dispute in recent years. Beneficiaries on life insurance policies
generally override wills, so keeping this up-to-date is particularly
important. Include contingencies in
case your primary beneficiary
passes away or if one or more of
your beneficiaries is a minor and
will need a guardian or trust to
handle disbursements until they
become legal age.
Mistake #6: Not seeking professional advice. Life insurance
can be complicated, and to ensure
you have not overlooked something important, such as the tax
implications for your loved ones, it
may be wise to consult with a
licensed professional. This will
allow for peace of mind that you
have selected the best policy for
your family’s needs. mmm
Once you’ve estimated these
factors, you can calculate how much
you’ll need for retirement. Please
call if you’d like help with this calculation. mmm
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5 Steps to Create an Investment Plan
ike anything in life, having a
plan for your investments will
help you reach your investment goals. Below are five steps for
crafting your investment plan.

L

1. Determine Your Goal
Every good investment plan begins with a clear goal in mind. Ask
yourself: “Why am I investing?
What do I hope to do with that
money?” For example, you might
invest to fund a child’s college education, retire comfortably, buy a
house, start a new business, leave a
charitable bequest to a favorite
cause, or pay for a wedding.
Write down your investment
goals. Make them as specific as possible. Think about the kind of
lifestyle you want in retirement, the
cost of your dream vacation home,
the cash you’ll need to start your
business, or the cost of tuition where
your children might go to college.
Write down a realistic estimate of
how much you think you’ll need.
Making these estimates can be challenging, but it’s an essential investment planning step. After all, if you
don’t know where you’re going,
you’ll never get there.

2. Decide on Your
Time Frame
After you outline your goals, establish your time frame for investing. Typically, your goals will fall

into one of three categories:

4
4
4

Short term: Short-term goals
are those you expect to achieve
in five years or less.
Mid term: Mid-term goals are
those you expect to achieve in
five to 10 years.
Long term: Long-term goals
are those you expect to achieve
in more than 10 years.
Your investing time frame has a
direct relation to the investments
you’ll choose. Generally, the shorter
your time horizon, the less risk you
want to take. If you will need your
money in three years to pay for your
daughter’s college education, then
putting all your money in riskier investments is probably not wise, as
the chances of losing money are
greater. Instead, less-risky investments like bonds will likely make
up a larger portion of your portfolio.
But if you’re investing for the long
haul (for a retirement that’s 30 years
away), you can invest in higher-risk
investments, since you’ll have more
time to recover from a loss.

3. Evaluate Your Tolerance
for Risk
All investments come with risk
— the chance you could lose your
money. But riskier investments also
come with the possibility of greater
return. As an investor, you must decide how much risk you’re willing
to accept. Your personal risk tolerance is closely related to your goals
and time frame, as well as your experience with investing and feelings
about the possibility of losing
money.

4. Decide How Much to
Invest
Once you’ve considered your
time horizon, goals, and risk tolerance, you can consider how much to
invest. You should keep a portion of
your savings in a stable, easily
FR2018-1017-0015

accessible account to use for emergencies and other immediate needs.
Once you have the funds for
your initial investment, you’ll need
to decide how much you want to
invest on an ongoing basis. This
number will be determined by your
budget, investment goals, and time
frame. For smaller, short-term goals,
determining ongoing investment
amounts is fairly easy. If you want
to buy a home in five years, you
might open an account with $2,000
you’ve already saved and then invest $400 a month for the next five
years.
Deciding how much to invest
for longer-term goals can be more
challenging. When saving for retirement, you’ll need to consider how
much yearly income you’ll need,
your anticipated investment returns, when you want to retire, how
long you can expect to live, the impact of inflation, and money you’ll
receive from other sources like Social Security. It can be a complicated
equation, which is why many people turn to a financial advisor for
help running the numbers.

5. Choose Your
Investments
Given the thousands of possible
options, choosing investments can
be overwhelming. But completing
the first four investment planning
steps should help you make those
decisions. Again, your goals, risk
tolerance, and time frame will point
you in the right direction, such as
toward target-date funds designed
for retirees or college savers, or a
money market fund for short-term
goals. But if you’re baffled by all the
options, it’s always a good idea to
seek a second opinion. Please call if
you’d like help with your investment plan. mmm

Overdiversification

Learning Income Tax Basics
ery few people like to think
about income taxes. It’s little
wonder why — they represent a significant, often resented
expense for most taxpayers. But
that lack of consideration often
leads to lack of understanding, even
when it comes to the most basic
aspects of income tax. This is unfortunate because once you start to
understand it better, the more you
realize you have some control over
how much you pay in taxes each
year.

V

Much of your control depends
on the type of strategy used. For
instance, contributing to your company’s 401(k) plan or an IRA will
reduce your current-year income
taxes. Familiarizing yourself with
federal and local deductions or
credits and planning accordingly
can save you thousands come tax
season. If you discuss your tax situation with a professional, he/she
can help you find any areas in
which you are missing out on
potential savings.

and lived in it for less than two of
the last five years, you will have to
pay capital gains taxes on profits
from the sale. Knowing this beforehand and planning out life changes
in advance (as much as possible)
can help you time these transactions
wisely.
Maintaining good tax records,
even if you’re unsure of how helpful it will be when you’re filing
your taxes, is not only essential
when it comes to backing up your
claims but also reminds you of what
resources you’ve expended over the
past year. Not everything is
deductible, but the more records
you keep, the better prepared you
are to claim deductions.
It is important to remember that
decisions made in life should not be
made solely for tax reasons. Of
course, you want to minimize the
amount you have to pay in income
taxes, but any transaction has to
ultimately be beneficial for you and
your family. Just because one situation is better for your tax bill,
doesn’t mean it is better for you —
but understanding the true tax ramifications of your transactions will
help you make more informed decisions for your circumstances.
mmm

Sometimes your tax strategy
can boil down to smart timing.
When it comes to major financial
transactions, like selling a home or
investment, your tax bill is largely
affected by that circumstance. For
instance, if you purchased a home

iversify. Diversify. Diversify.
While this investment advice
seems to be continually discussed, it
is possible to overdiversify, which
can lead to lackluster returns. Thus,
it is important to know the difference between healthy diversification
and excess diversification.

D

The primary benefit of diversification for your portfolio is to spread
market risk over different stocks in
a way that will decrease the impact
any one stock will have on your
total return. With an appropriate
level of diversification, your overall
return will not be significantly
impacted if one or even a few
investments do not perform as
expected.
Thus, it is not just the number
of investments you hold that
impacts your return, but how those
investments interact with one
another. If you keep adding investments that react to the market in the
same way, you are not really diversifying. You are just adding similar
investments to your portfolio.
Adding too many investments
to your portfolio also makes it more
difficult to monitor your investments. With too many investments
to keep track of, it is more likely
that you will miss important information about investments. mmm

Financial Thoughts
pproximately 7% of Americans own Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies (Source: Fortune,
2018).
About 75% of Americans say
that estate planning is confusing
(Source: NBC, 2018).
Approximately half of all
job-related activities could be
automated in 20 years (Source:
McKinsey, 2018).
Almost one in three homeowners who earn less than
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$30,000 per year said it’s okay to
tap into home equity to cover
everyday bills, more than triple
those who make $75,000 per year
or more (Source: InvestmentNews.com, September 24, 2018).
There are 36 $100 bills in circulation for every man, woman,
and child in the United States.
However, 69% of all $100 bills are
held overseas (Source: WealthManagement.com, September
2018).

While seniors are susceptible
to a wide range of financial
scams, about 66% of these financial crimes are committed by family members, friends, or trusted
individuals, with the most-often
committed crimes being misuse of
power of attorney, misuse of joint
bank accounts, use of ATM cards
or checks for unauthorized withdrawals, and threats of abandonment unless financial reward is
given (Source: 2018 Wells Fargo
Elder Needs Study). mmm

